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This article will include summary, analysis, and a character list. Shakespeare's historical play Henry IV Part One is not
really about King Henry IV at all.

In , the Oxford Shakespeare edition of Shakespeare's works rendered the character's name as Oldcastle, rather
than Falstaff, in Henry IV, Part 1 although not, confusingly, in Part 2 , as a consequence of the editors' aim to
present the plays as they would have appeared during their original performances. If Hotspur functions as a
symbol of irrational honour, then Falstaff, with his complete lack of regard for the whole concept of honour,
functions as a sharp contrast. His preoccupation with his chivalric duties has made him unable to think of or
discuss anything other than When the king exits, we get our first look at the true character of Hotspur. The
other half are in Exposition. Through different concepts of the major universal theme of honour displayed by
various protagonists, the interrelated ideas of power and responsibility are also made evident. All three of
these forces create in Hal a sense of honor that is an integral part of his education as the ideal king, and
throughout the action of Henry IV, Part I, Hal is gaining a knowledge of honor that will shape him into the
King that he will become. He remains the great wit at his calling; exaggeration, as is apparent here, can be
wonderfully amusing. The subsequent dialogue relating to the fearful opponents of Henry IV is especially
revealing of Hal's character. As Shakespeare has occasion to say elsewhere, wine, used wisely, is a good
companion Othello, II. When Hal re-enters, he is rebuked by his father for the very last time. Jamie Parker
performed the role of Henry. Young Percy, according to Hal, is like Francis in his concentration on one
narrow field of human activity, for Hotspur is obsessed by thoughts of carnage in battle â€” with "crack'd
crowns and bloody noses. The Archbishop obliges, but Prince John has a lethal surprise in store: the leaders of
the rebellion are promptly arrested and sent to be executed. Hal and Falstaff exchange derogatory epithets. Do
you behold these exhalations? Here indeed is verbal brilliance if any is to be found anywhere in literature,
dramatic or nondramatic. Carefree escapades may be amusing, even excusable in youth; but in an older
person, one who is a ranking member in a hierarchical society, they cannot be laughed away, despite the fact
that the rebel latent in many people applauds Falstaff's defiance of the establishment and the sheer brilliance of
his defense. Indeed, Hotspur is committed to honour. Many of Shakespeare's other works are nearly absolute
in their adherence to either the comic or tragic traditions, but in the two Henry IV plays Shakespeare combines
comedy and drama in ways that seem to bring a certain realism to his characters, and thus the plays. On the
one hand, it seems to celebrate Henry's invasion of France and military prowess. Fastolf had died without
descendants, making him safe for a playwright's use. Hotspur also serves as a catalyst for Hal's actions.
Shakespeare would have expected his audience to know the events to which Henry refers. Characters such as
Falstaff and his fellow thieves keep the story unusually captivating and clever. Despite all that Falstaff says to
undermine the courage of the young prince, Hal remains nonchalant and thanks probably to the presence of
Falstaff quite witty. The present king Henry is the matured prince Hal from the last story. The French suffered
10, casualties; the English, fewer than  A second quarto, a reprint of Q1 , was published in by Pavier; another
reprint was issued as Q3 in , with a false date of â€”part of William Jaggard's False Folio. Instead of punishing
him, Henry declares him an important and trusted advisor, stating, My voice shall sound as you do prompt my
ear. While he's there, he sees the crown and curses it for all the trouble it has caused his father: Why doth the
crown lie there upon his pillow Being so troublesome a bedfellow? He does not want to give up any pleasure
or risk potential bodily harm in obtaining honour, yet he does not consider himself to be a coward: Hal: What,
a coward, Sir John Paunch? His spirits are uplifted, for he now knows that Hal has the money taken from the
travelers. The play was Shakespeare's most popular printed text: new editions appeared in , , , , , , , and  On
British television, the play has been performed as:. Here one of several biblical references used by the knight
in the course of the two Henry IV plays serves his purpose. But still the audience is left with the need for a
balanced concept of honour, one that combines the virtuous actions of Hotspur with the pragmatism of
Falstaff. References Council, Norman.


